Certification
Program
OVERVIEW
The Bluepoint Master Coach Program is designed to equip HRD/OD professionals, experienced managers and select
individual contributors with the knowledge, methodologies and expertise required to coach at a high level and, in doing
so, help other organization members make significant improvements in their performance and advancements in their
careers. The program takes approximately 6 months to complete and involves a comprehensive series of professional
development experiences including facilitator-led workshops, coaching practicums and feedback, assessments, group
teleconsults, coaching on coaching, web- based tutorials, individual reading, research and reflection, and specific
skills training. Successful completion of the program requires a significant investment of time and energy from the
Master Coach candidates. This program is intended for mature, self-aware individuals with strong interpersonal and
communication skills who have a keen interest in talent development and coaching.
The Bluepoint Master Coach Certification Program is designed to equip internal corporate coaches with the advanced
coaching skills and expertise to significantly add value to their employer. The robust format and syllabus is practically
designed to be accessible from both a time and financial perspective.
Should Master Coach Certification candidates seek further accreditation they are encouraged to apply directly to the
respective governing bodies. Bluepoint can provide full documentation of coaching hours / training accrued that may
count towards accreditation.
Certification as a Bluepoint Master Coach requires participants to complete the following ten steps:

1. THE LEADER AS COACH WORKSHOP
This is an intense, 2-day workshop based on The Great Expectations Coaching Model in which participants are
guided through a series of highly experiential exercises and real-time coaching practicums. Master Coach
candidates are required to graduate with distinction by:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

completing all prework,
actively participating in all workshop activities,
demonstrating commitment to their personal development,
helping other workshop participants maximize their learning, and
scoring in the top 40% of the population on all three dimensions of the Leader as Coach Inventory
(LCI) 360. Candidates who fail to achieve this level are welcome to continue in the program,
encouraged to create personal development plans that will improve their scores (see Section 2)
and re-take the LCI in six months.

Each Master Coach candidate will participate in a post-workshop interview with the Bluepoint
Facilitator who will make the final determination of the candidate’s readiness to continue in the
program.
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2. PERSONAL PLANNING AND COMMITMENTS
Master Coach candidates will create a 2-3 page document that describes their personal learning during the Leader
as Coach Workshop, their coaching aspirations and their professional development priorities. This document
will be considered confidential but will be made available to the candidate’s manager and assigned Bluepoint
Leadership Coach (see Section 3).

3. LITERATURE RESEARCH, REVIEW AND APPLICATION
Master Coach candidates will be provided with a list of ten books that they are expected to read over the course of
the program. They will select three of these books and write brief reports (2-4 pages) on each summarizing the key
points presented and how these can be applied to increase their personal coaching effectiveness.

4. COACHING ASSIGNMENTS
Master Coach candidates are expected to seek out as many opportunities as possible over the course of the program
to practice their coaching skills and competencies. In addition, they are specifically required to establish at least three
formal coaching relationships that meet the following criteria:
a.
b.
c.
d.

the person being coached is a member of their organization,
the coaching topics involve performance, leadership, management or career development,
coaching sessions (in-person or via telephone) are held weekly, and
the coaching relationship continues for at least 3 months.

Note: these coaching relationships are considered confidential and the person being coached will not be
asked to report out on the value of the coaching sessions nor on the quality of coaching received from the
Master Coach candidate. The candidate, however, will be encouraged to discuss his or her learning, concerns
and questions, in general terms, during their Coaching on Coaching sessions (Section 5) and the Coaching
Consults (Section 6).

5. COACHING ON COACHING
Each Master Coach candidate will be assigned a Bluepoint Leadership Coach who will be available for
six coaching sessions throughout the course of the program.
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6. COACHING CONSULTS
Every other month, a two-hour Coaching Consult is held and each Master Coach candidate is required to
participate via telephone. The Consult, which is facilitated by a Bluepoint Leadership Coach, provides the
candidates an opportunity to discuss questions, successes, learning, concerns and the like with the other
candidates. Also, candidates with specific issues will be coached by other candidates to provide both practice and
observation opportunities.

7. ADVANCED COACHING SKILLS WORKSHOP
This is a hands-on, 1-day development experience based on the Holding On, Letting go and Moving On methodology,
which is a potent, highly-personalized approach to performance enhancement and career acceleration.

8. COACHING A MASTER COACH
Prior to graduation, each candidate will coach a Bluepoint Leadership Coach on a real issue. This will be limited to
a single session unless the Bluepoint Coach determines that additional sessions are required to fully assess the
candidate’s ability to coach at the level of a Master.

9. MAKING GREAT COACHING A HABIT
In this 2-hour web-based planning session, candidates are guided through a process that will help them make great
coaching a key part of their regular managerial and organizational responsibilities.

10. MASTER COACH GRADUATION
A certificate presentation and graduation celebration (upon recommendation of the Bluepoint Leadership Coach and
completion of all of the above steps).

For more information about Bluepoint Leadership Development please visit:
www.bluepointleadership.com
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